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Framework agreement

Kanban agreement
Your benefits

Your benefits
Annual framework with scaled prices
With fixed schedule



Predictable prices

Always based on a framework agreement



Predictable prices



Predictable prices
Security of supply

Variable, either with or without safety stock
at Würth Elektronik



Security of supply

Predictable prices
Security of supply
Easier material planning

With customised containers and Kanban
labels, if required


Logistics advantages



Lower capital investment



Rolling Forcecast:
With safety stock at Würth Elektronik, and
standard pack quantity and manufacturing
lot size





Or: Würth Elektronik packaging with special
Kanban label (see below)
Reduced inventory levels for the customer
and for Würth Elektronik

Consignment stock
Your benefits
Agreement setting out the general
conditions



Predictable prices

Firm agreement of minimum and maximum
quantities held in consignment stock



Security of supply

Withdrawal notice replaces individual order



Less administrative effort

Goods directly on the customer’s site for
withdrawal



Security of supply

Würth Elektronik can provide a draft agreement.

Consignment stock

Kanban agreement

FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT
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www.we-online.com

Shipping and packaging solutions
How can you improve the efficiency of your incoming goods processes?
Customised shipping labels

Barcode information on the delivery note

Simplification of incoming goods processes and storage by applying information to special shipping labels. Important information is also printed on the barcode (Code 39) in addition to the plain text, allowing it to
be read quickly and easily.

Important information such as the order number or number of items
delivered can be applied not only as plain text, but also in Code 39 as
a barcode on the delivery note. The delivery can therefore be recorded
quickly and accurately using a scanner.

www.we-online.com
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Traceability
Data Matrix code
How can you tell the origin of individual circuit boards?

Order tracking
How can you track the current status of your order?

Identification of each circuit board through a Data Matrix code. This is
applied by inkjet and includes the information required to ensure the
complete traceability of the circuit board in the production process.

When the goods are shipped, you receive an email with the delivery note
attached and a link to track the shipment via the relevant parcel service.

WEB EDI and EDI connection
WEB EDI
WEB EDI platforms used include SupplyOn, Pool4Tool, and CleverCure. Customised proprietary
programming is also possible. These are used to map master data maintenance, including points
of contact and supplier self-assessment, and also the following topics:





Enquiry/tendering process
Logistics processes such as orders and order confirmation
Complaints processing
Supplier evaluation

EDI is intended to optimise the business
process by directly linking the application
systems of suppliers and customers.
Benefits:
 Cost and time savings
 Faster flow of information
 Direct communication between
different systems
 Avoidance of potential typing errors
and their consequences

EDI connections
The classic EDI connection currently facilitates „Order” and „Order confirmation” . Items such as
„Delivery forecast” and „Dispatch advice” are added in the next step. Virtually all formats and
transfer procedures are possible. EDIFACT, IDOC or xml, via FTP or OFTP. The requirements are
implemented in conjunction with our partner retarus.

Delivery forecast

Order
Order confirmation

Invoice

Credit note

www.we-online.com

Würth Elektronik GmbH & Co. KG
Circuit Board Technology
Salzstr. 21 · 74676 Niedernhall · Germany
Tel: +49 7940 946-0
Fax: +49 7940 946-550000
info@we-online.com
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Delivery notice

